1.! Introduction
More! than! half! of! all! people! will! experience! a! traumatic! event at! some! point! in! their! lives! (Kessler! et! al.,! 2005) .! Trauma! exposure can! lead! not! only! to! exaggerated! physiological! reactivity! to! trauma reminders! (e.g.,! McTeague! et! al.,! 2010) ,! but! also! to! chronic! elevation! of! basal! autonomic! arousal! (e.g., ! Pole,! 2007) ,! and! maladaptive and! distressing! hypervigilance! for! potential! threat! even! in! a! safe environment! (e.g., ! Dalgleish! et! al.,! 2001) .! Heightened! reactivity to! threat-relevant! cues! combined! with! generalized! hypervigilance can! be! distracting! and! exhausting,! as! the! person! is! constantly! on alert! physiologically! and! cognitively! for! potential! threat.! Although the! identification! of! reliable! biomarkers! for! trauma-related! symptoms! will! help! enhance! precision! of! assessment! and! diagnosis, and! non-invasive! and! relatively! inexpensive! salivary! biomarkers hold! particular! appeal,! the! field! has! not! yet! identified! a! reliable biomarker! for! tonic! trauma-related! symptoms! such! as! hypervigilance.
In! the! brain,! both! reactivity! to! threat! and! hypervigilance! for threat! are! associated! with! heightened! neural! activity! in! the! salience network:! the! amygdala,! the! dorsal! anterior! cingulate! cortex! (dACC), and! the! rostral! middle! frontal! gyrus! (i.e.,! the! core! areas! of! dorsolateral! PFC! and! dorsomedial! PFC;! e.g., ! Bryant! et! al.,! 2005; ! Straube! et! al., 2009) .! The! salience! network! is! implicated! in! vigilance,! orienting! of attention,! and! processing! of! affective! information! (e.g.,! Van! Marle et! al.,! 2010) .! Following! trauma! exposure,! reactivity! as! indexed by! amygdala! and! dACC! response! is! heightened! to! both! traumarelated! stimuli! (e.g., ! Protopopescu! et! al.,! 2005; ! Shin! et! al.,! 2007 )! and trauma-unrelated,! negatively-valenced! stimuli! (e.g., ! Williams! et! al., 2006) .! The! neuroimaging! literature! on! stress-related! states! also highlights! neural! reactivity! to! threat! information! in! high! arousal states.! For! example,! state! anxiety! is! associated! with! threat-related amygdala! hyperreactivity! (e.g., ! Bishop! et! al.,! 2004 )! and! heightened activity! in! dorsal! ACC! and! rostral! middle! frontal! gyrus! (e.g., ! Milad et! al.,! 2007; ! Simmons! et! al.,! 2008) .
In! addition! to! reactivity! to! actual! threat! as! measured! by! traumarelevant! or! negative! information,! people! in! stress-related! states show! neural! hypervigilance! for! potential! threat! in! the! salience network! even! in! the! absence! of! threat! information.! For! example,! people! with! PTSD! show! increased! amygdala! and! dorsal! ACC response! to! salient! non-affective! stimuli! (Bryant! et! al.,! 2005) ,! and PTSD! symptoms! and! state! anxiety! also! are! associated! with! heightened! amygdala! response! to! affectively! ambiguous! (i.e.,! neutral) faces! (Brunetti! et! al.,! 2010; ! Somerville! et! al.,! 2004) .! In! addition,! the amygdala! response! to! novel! faces! is! greater! in! people! with! inhibited temperament! in! childhood! (Schwartz! et! al.,! 2003) ,! which! is! linked to! stress-system! hyperactivity! (Tyrka! et! al.,! 2006) ,! potentially! due to! the! additive! influence! of! novelty! beyond! arousal! and! valence in! neural! responding! to! affective! information! (e.g., ! Weierich! et! al., 2010) .
Trauma-related! reactivity! and! hypervigilance! are! examples! of overactive! stress! system! responses,! and! trauma! exposure! is! associated! with! alterations! in! the! neuroendocrine! response! to! stress, as! indexed! by! hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal! (HPA)! axis! and sympathetic! nervous! system! (SNS)! responses.! Results! from! investigations! of! HPA! axis! reactivity! via! salivary! cortisol! have! been inconsistent,! with! some! evidence! for! blunted! cortisol! reactivity (e.g., ! Elzinga! et! al.,! 2008 )! and! some! evidence! for! heightened! cortisol! reactivity! (e.g., ! Bremner! et! al.,! 2003) ! in! trauma-exposed! people. Other! studies! show! no! relation! between! trauma! exposure! and! cortisol! reactivity! (e.g., ! Simeon! et! al.,! 2007) .! These! inconsistencies have! been! attributed! in! part! to! the! effects! of! stress! history! profiles that! reflect! complex! interactions! between! chronic! stress,! early! life stress,! and! acute! stressors! on! basal! (e.g., ! Meewisse! et! al.,! 2007 )! and reactive! cortisol! (e.g., ! Suzuki! et! al.,! 2014) .
More! recent! investigations! of! sympathetic! reactivity! using! salivary! alpha! amylase! (sAA)! have! been! more! consistent! and! suggest that! sAA! is! promising! as! a! convenient! and! non-invasive! biomarker for! SNS! activity! (e.g., ! Granger! et! al.,! 2007; ! Nater! and! Rohleder, 2009 ).! People! who! have! been! exposed! to! trauma! show! sustained elevation! of! basal! SNS! activity! (e.g., Vigil! et! al.,! 2010) ,! and! also! exaggerated! SNS! reactivity! to! trauma! reminders! and! more! generally aversive! stimuli! (e.g., ! Bedi! and! Arora,! 2007; ! McTeague! et! al.,! 2010) . SAA! is! an! enzyme! that! is! synthesized! and! secreted! from! the! acinar! cells! of! the! salivary! glands! (e.g., ! Baum,! 1993) .! Under! normal conditions,! the! acinar! cells! are! innervated! by! both! the! sympathetic and! parasympathetic! branches! of! the! autonomic! nervous! system. Parasympathetic! impulses! stimulate! fluid! secretion,! sympathetic impulses! modulate! saliva! composition! by! increasing! exocytosis from! the! acinar! cells,! and! in! combination! both! branches! influence the! level! of! amylase! in! saliva! (e.g., ! Proctor! &! Carpenter,! 2007) . However,! during! physical! or! psychological! stress,! sAA! level! is! predominantly! influenced! by! SNS! activity! in! the! cervical! sympathetic pathway! (e.g., ! Bosch! et! al.,! 2003; ! Nater! et! al.,! 2007) ,! and! sAA! levels rise! immediately! in! response! to! stress! (e.g., ! Nater! et! al.,! 2007) .
Further! supporting! the! potential! utility! of! sAA! as! a! potential biomarker! for! stress-related! symptoms! such! as! hypervigilance, the! salience! network! is! extensively! interconnected! anatomically to! the! central! sympathetic! network,! which! includes! the! thalamus, hypothalamus,! brainstem,! and! adrenal! medulla! (e.g., ! Westerhaus and! Loewy,! 2001) .! Through! these! multi-synaptic! connections, amgydala-PFC! circuitry! modulates! the! downstream! SNS! response to! stress.! For! example,! greater! amygdala! and! dorsal! medial! PFC response! to! affective! information! is! associated! with! concurrent physiological! indices! of! SNS! activity! in! healthy! participants! (e.g., Wager! et! al.,! 2009; ! Yang! et! al.,! 2007) .
Given! the! inconsistencies! in! cortisol! reactivity! data! in! traumaexposed! people,! and! the! strong! interconnections! between! the salience! network! and! the! sympathetic! system,! sAA! reactivity! might be! a! more! reliable! neuroendocrine! marker! for! exaggerated! threat sensitivity! or! vigilance.! Our! overarching! aim! was! to! test! and! compare! two! candidate! analytes! as! potential! biomarkers! of! excessive neural! reactivity! to! actual! threat! information! and! vigilance! for potential! threat! information.! We! assessed! HPA! (cortisol)! and! SNS (alpha! amylase)! reactivity! to! a! naturalistic! trauma! reminder! as! predictive! markers! of! hypervigilant! activation! patterns! in! the! salience network! (i.e.,! amygdala,! dorsal! ACC,! and! rostral! middle! frontal gyrus).! We! tested! two! specific! sets! of! hypotheses.! First,! if! HPA and/or! SNS! reactivity! to! trauma! reminders! predict! neural! reactivity to! actual! threat,! we! hypothesized! that! reactivity! would! be! associated! with! activation! to! negatively-valenced! information.! Second, if! HPA! and/or! SNS! reactivity! to! trauma! reminders! predict! neural hypervigilance! for! potential! threat,! we! hypothesized! that! reactivity! would! be! associated! with! activation! to! novel! and/or! neutral information.
2.! Method

2.1.! Participants
We! recruited! 20! adult! women! who! reported! exposure! to! potentially! traumatic! events! in! an! online! screening! measure.! Potential participants! were! recruited! from! introductory! psychology! subject pool! at! a! large! urban! university! in! the! northeast! US! and! by! responses to! an! anonymous! online! screen! advertised! on! flyers.! In! the! current! analyses,! we! included! 20! women! (age! M! =! 23.6,! SD! =! 5.8,! range 18-37! years;! see! Table! 
2.2.! Procedure
Two! study! sessions! were! conducted! on! two! separate! days.! The first! session! always! began! at! 1000! h! and! included! the! Structured Clinical! Interview! for! DSM-IV! (SCID),! collection! of! three! saliva samples,! and! a! brief! set! of! questionnaires.! Participants! were! fully informed! regarding! all! study! procedures! and! the! general! aims! of the! study! prior! to! participation,! and! they! were! fully! debriefed! following! the! second! study! session.! All! procedures! were! approved! by the! Institutional! Review! Board.
2.2.1.! Structured! clinical! interview
We! conducted! the! full! SCID! for! all! DSM-IV! Axis! I! disorders! for the! purpose! of! excluding! participants! who! met! criteria! for! major disorders! with! the! exception! of! PTSD.! No! participant! met! criteria! for other! major! diagnoses,! and! so! none! were! excluded.! We! also! asked about! current! medications! during! the! interview.! Two! participants reported! prescription! medications! (1! Prozac,! 1! unspecified! nonpsychoactive! medication;! their! data! did! not! differ! from! the! other participants'! data! and! we! retained! them! in! the! analyses).
2.2.2.! Saliva! collection.
Participants! provided! saliva! samples! before,! during,! and! after describing! their! traumatic! event! during! the! SCID;! the! report! of the! traumatic! event! served! as! the! trauma! reminder.! The! first saliva! sample! (T1)! was! collected! at! approximately! 1005! h! following informed! consent,! the! second! sample! (T2)! was! collected! immediately! following! the! participant's! description! of! the! traumatic event,! and! the! third! sample! (T3)! was! collected! exactly! 20! min! after the! second! sample.! SAA! concentrations! at! each! timepoint! reflect sympathetic! responses! at! that! timepoint,! whereas! salivary! cortisol! (sCORT)! concentrations! at! each! timepoint! reflect! HPA-axis responses! ∼20! min! prior! to! the! sample! collection.! No! participants arrived! at! the! lab! within! a! one-hour! window! since! waking,! therefore! all! samples! were! taken! on! participants'! regular! diurnal! curve, and! none! of! the! saliva! samples! captured! the! sCORT! or! sAA! awakening! response.! We! used! Salimetrics! Oral! Swabs! (Salimetrics,! LLC) placed! under! the! tongue! for! 2! min! for! saliva! collection.! Each! sample swab! was! sealed! in! a! cryogenic! vial! and! stored! in! a! −20C! freezer until! the! assay! procedure.! Participants! were! asked! to! refrain! from eating,! drinking,! or! smoking! for! one! hour! prior! to! the! lab! session.
2.2.3.! Questionnaires
Following! the! SCID,! participants! completed! the! questionnaires,! which! included! the! Perceived! Stress! Scale! (PSS, ! Cohen et! al.,1983) ,! the! State-Trait! Anxiety! Inventory-State! Version! (STAI-S, ! Spielberger! et! al.,! 1983) ,! and! the! Beck! Depression! Inventory! II (BDI-II, ! Beck! et! al.,! 1996) .! The! PSS! is! a! 10-item! scale! that! measures! the! degree! to! which! non-specific! situations! in! a! person's! life over! the! past! month! are! perceived! as! stressful.! Item! frequency! is reported! from! 0! ("never")! to! 4! ("very! often"),! and! summed! for! a possible! score! range! of! 0-40.! This! measure! is! not! diagnostic! and therefore! has! no! score! cutoffs,! however! the! US! normative! mean score! for! young! adults! is! 14! (Cohen! and! Williamson,! 1988) ,! and scores! of! 20! or! above! are! consistent! with! high! perceived! stress.! The STAI-S! is! a! 20-item! scale! that! measures! current! levels! of! state! anxiety.! Item! intensity! is! reported! from! 1! ("not! at! all")! to! 4! ("very! much so"),! and! summed! for! a! possible! score! range! of! 20-80.! This! measure also! is! not! diagnostic,! however! scores! of! 40! or! above! are! consistent with! high! state! anxiety.! The! BDI-II! is! a! 21-item! scale! that! measures depressed! mood! over! the! past! two! weeks.! Item! intensity! is! reported low! to! high,! specific! to! each! item,! on! a! scale! from! 0! (not! present) to! 3! (extreme).! This! measure! also! is! not! diagnostic,! however! the following! ranges! are! consistent! with! levels! of! generally! depressed mood:! 0-13! minimal,! 14-19! mild,! 20-28! moderate,! 29-63! severe.
The! second! study! session! was! scheduled! within! a! week! of! the first! session! and! included! two! questionnaires! (STAI-S,! BDI-II),! and the! MRI! scan.
2.2.4.! FMRI! task
The! fMRI! task! consisted! of! four! event-related! functional! runs. These! runs! began! approximately! 20! min! into! the! scan! session,! following! an! 18! min! sequence! of! structural! scans,! field! maps,! and resting! state! scans.! This! timing! minimized! the! potential! for! a! confounding! influence! of! scanner-related! stress! on! the! BOLD! response, as! the! runs! began! after! the! 15! min! window! during! which! normative scanner-related! stress! has! been! shown! to! occur! and! then! subside (i.e., ! Muehlhan! et! al.,! 2011) .! During! each! run,! participants! viewed! 60 full-color! images! of! randomly! presented! complex! scenes! that! were positive,! negative,! or! neutral! in! valence,! and! that! were! lower! or higher! in! arousal.! We! selected! task! stimuli! from! a! stimulus! set! currently! being! normed! in! our! lab.! The! set! is! designed! to! depict! scenes (rather! than! discrete! objects! or! single! people/animals),! and! allows us! to! balance! relevant! affective! elements! such! as! social! vs! nonsocial! content.! We! selected! scenes! for! this! task! based! on! valence and! arousal! ratings! collected! from! an! initial! sample! of! 748! young adults.! Valence! ratings! were! made! on! a! scale! of! 1-9,! with! 1! as most! unpleasant! and! 9! as! most! pleasant.! For! the! images! in! this study,! valence! ratings! were:! negative! (M! =! 2.61,! SD! =! 1.02),! neutral (M! =! 5.59,! SD! =! 0.84),! and! positive! (M! =! 6.85,! SD! =! 0.86).! Arousal! ratings! also! were! rated! on! a! scale! from! 1! to! 9,! with! 1! for! low! arousal! and 9! for! high! arousal.! For! the! images! in! this! study,! arousal! ratings! were: negative! (M! =! 5.60,! SD! =! 1.02),! neutral! (M! =! 3.88,! SD! =! 0.65),! positive (M! =! 4.58,! SD! =! 0.69).! Although! the! arousal! ratings! for! the! negative images! are! slightly! higher! than! arousal! ratings! for! positive! images, they! are! not! significantly! different.! We! note! that! our! negative! and positive! images! were! less! extremely! valenced! than! images! often used! in! imaging! studies! (e.g.,! International! Affective! Picture! System images)! in! order! to! more! closely! approximate! the! actual! valence! of visual! arrays! encountered! in! daily! life.! Blocks! 1! and! 2! were! novel; participants! viewed! each! of! the! images! in! each! block! for! the! first time.! Blocks! 3! and! 4! were! familiar;! images! from! Blocks! 1! and! 2 were! repeated! in! random! order! in! Blocks! 3! and! 4.! We! used! the! Optseq2! sequence! optimization! tool! (https://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard. edu/optseq/)! to! optimize! the! rapid! event-related! runs.! Inter-trial jitter! ranged! from! 1500! ms! to! 6000! ms.! During! each! trial,! participants! viewed! a! fixation! cross! for! 500! ms,! followed! by! an! image for! 3500! ms.! Each! run! was! 332! s! long.! Participants! were! asked! to press! a! button! on! the! button! box! to! indicate! whether! the! scene! was indoors! or! outdoors! (n! =! 11)! or! to! rate! the! arousal! level! for! each image! (n! =! 9). 1 The! task! was! designed! and! presented! using! E-prime! experimental! software! (Psychology! Software! Tools,! Pittsburgh,! PA)! on! a! PC. Images! were! rear-projected! to! a! screen! in! the! magnet! bore,! and participants! viewed! images! via! a! mirror! mounted! on! the! head! coil.
2.2.5.! fMRI! image! acquisition.
We! used! a! Siemens! Magnetom! Trio! Tim! 3T! fMRI! scanner with! a! 32-channel! gradient! head! coil.! We! conducted! a! localizer! scan,! followed! by! a! whole! brain! magnetization! prepared rapid! gradient! echo! (MPRAGE)! sequence! to! acquire! high-resolution T1-weighted! images! (TR/TE/flip! angle! =! 2.17s/4.33ms/7 • ,! field of! view! (FOV)! =! 256! ×! 256! mm 2 ,! matrix! =! 256! ×! 256,! slice! thickness! =! 1! mm,! voxel! size! =! 1! ×! 1! ×! 1.2! mm 3 ).! Functional! MRI! images were! acquired! using! a! blood! oxygen! level! dependent! (BOLD) echoplanar! (EPI)! T2*-weighted! sequence! (TR/TE/flip! angle! = 2.0s/30ms/90 • ,! FOV! =! 220! ×! 220! mm 2 ,! matrix! =! 64×! 64,! slice! thickness! =! 4! mm,! voxel! size! =! 3.44! ×! 3.44! ×! 4! mm 3 ).! The! T1-! and! T2*-weighted! images! were! collected! in! the! same! plane! (30! axial! slices angled! perpendicular! to! the! AC/PC! line)! with! an! interleaved! excitation! order! and! foot! to! head! phase! encoding.
2.3.! Data! preparation 2.3.1.! Saliva! assays.
All! assays! were! conducted! in-house! by! lab! personnel.! We! conducted! alpha! amylase! assays! using! Salimetrics! kinetic! reaction assay! kits! (Salimetrics,! LLC).! The! assay! utilizes! a! chromagenic! substrate,! 2-chloro-p-nitrophenol! linked! to! maltotriose.! The! amount of! ␣-amylase! present! in! the! sample! is! directly! proportional! to! the increase! in! absorbance! measured! spectrophotometrically! by! a! standard! plate! reader! at! 405! nm.! The! intra-! and! inter-assay! coefficients of! variation! for! these! kits! are! less! than! 7.5%! and! 6%,! respectively.
We! conducted! cortisol! assays! for! using! Salimetrics! enzyme immunoassay! kits! (Salimetrics,! LLC).! The! assay! utilizes! a! microtitre plate! coated! with! monoclonal! cortisol! antibodies.! The! amount! of cortisol! present! in! the! sample! is! inversely! proportional! to! the amount! of! cortisol! peroxidase! measured! spectrophotometrically by! a! standard! plate! reader! at! 450! nm.! The! intra-! and! inter-assay coefficients! of! variation! for! these! kits! are! less! than! 5%! and! 10%, respectively.
2.3.2.! fMRI! image! pre-processing.
Functional! and! structural! MRI! data! were! analyzed! using Freesurfer! FS-FAST! software! (version! 5.3;! http://surfer.nmr.mgh. harvard.edu).! Functional! imaging! data! were! motion! corrected! to the! middle! time! point! of! each! BOLD! run! using! the! AFNI! 3dvolreg program! (Cox! and! Jesmanowicz,! 1999) ,! and! inspected! for! gross motion.! Slices! were! excluded! if! motion! was! greater! than! 1! mm. In! addition,! BOLD! data! were! intensity! normalized! and! spatially smoothed! (full-width! half-maximum! =! 4! mm)! using! a! 3D! Gaussian filter.! The! first! three! volumes! in! each! run! were! discarded! to! allow for! T2*! equilibrium! effects.! Following! preprocessing,! functional images! for! each! participant! were! registered! to! that! participant's 3D! MPRAGE! image! using! the! FreeSurfer! bbregister! program! (Greve and! Fischl,! 2009 ).
2.4.! Statistical! analysis
2.4.1.! Saliva! data! analyses.
We! calculated! the! sAA! response! to! trauma! reminders! by! subtracting! T1! (baseline)! concentrations! from! T2! (trauma! description) concentration,! as! sAA! reactivity! is! immediate.! We! calculated! the cortisol! response! to! trauma! reminders! by! subtracting! T2! cortisol concentration! from! T3! (20! min! after! the! trauma! description)! cortisol! concentration,! due! to! the! ∼20! min! lag! in! time-to-peak! for salivary! cortisol! (e.g., ! Dickerson! and! Kemeny,! 2004) .! The! distribution! of! sAA! reactivity! was! positively! skewed,! therefore! we! used log-transformed! sAA! reactivity! for! the! analyses.! We! first! tested! the baseline! to! trauma! reminder! differences! to! determine! reactivity! by analyte.! To! test! the! predictive! utility! of! salivary! analytes! on! MRI data! we! conducted! bivariate! correlations! between! the! increase! in saliva! analytes! and! the! a! priori! brain! regions! of! interest.! We! also tested! the! relation! between! increases! in! cortisol! and! alpha-amylase and! PTSD! symptoms. Note:! SAA! reactivity! is! indexed! by! the! difference! from! T1! to! T2! samples,! due! to! the rapid! increase! in! sAA! concentrations! in! response! to! a! stressor.! Cortisol! reactivity! is indexed! by! the! difference! from! T2! to! T3! samples,! due! to! the! approximately! 20! min delay! for! the! increase! in! cortisol! concentrations! in! response! to! a! stressor.! There! was a! significant! increase! in! sAA! from! baseline! to! the! time! of! trauma! discussion,! which was! maintained! at! T3.! The! maintained! increase! in! sAA! at! T3! reflects! the! content of! the! interview! at! that! point;! most! participants! still! were! responding! to! interview questions! about! trauma! symptoms! related! to! the! index! event.! There! was! no! increase in! cortisol. * p! <! .05. ** p! <! .01.
2.4.2.! fMRI! image! data! analyses.
We! conducted! first-level! analysis! using! a! general! linear! model, in! which! the! blood! oxygen! level-dependent! (BOLD)! response for! each! event! was! modeled! using! a! SPM! canonical! hemodynamic! response! function.! We! used! anatomically! defined! region of! interest! (ROI)! analysis! for! functional! data! from! the! amygdala, dorsal! anterior! cingulate! cortex! (dACC),! insula,! and! rostral! middle frontal! gyrus! (rMFG).! The! ROIs! were! defined! a! priori! based! on! the Desikan-Killiany! atlas! (Desikan! et! al.,! 2006 )! using! an! automated segmentation! tool! in! Freesurfer.! BOLD! percent! signal! change! was modeled! for! each! condition:! 6! factorial! combinations! of! valence (negative,! positive,! neutral)! and! novelty! (novel,! familiar)! vs! baseline! (fixation).! We! set! the! threshold! at! p! <! .001! for! the! rMFG! mask, and! p! <! .05! for! the! amygdala,! dACC,! and! insula! masks.
3.! Results
3.1.! Descriptive! data
Participant! characteristics! are! presented! in! Table! 1.! At! Session 1! our! sample! (M! =! 23.5,! SD! =! 7.2)! was! higher! than! the! normative young! adult! mean! (M! =! 14)! for! the! Perceived! Stress! Scale,! and! our sample! mean! for! State! Anxiety! (M! =! 46.5,! SD! =! 13.3)! was! broadly consistent! with! higher! state! anxiety! normatively.! The! Session! 1 sample! mean! for! the! Beck! Depression! Inventory! (M! =! 17.1,! SD! =! 7.1) is! consistent! with! a! mild! level! of! depressed! mood.! Session! 2! means for! state! anxiety! (M=! 41.9,! SD! =! 9.7)! and! depressed! mood! (M! =! 12.3, SD! =! 8.2)! were! lower! than! Session! 1! means.! The! Session! 1! to! Session 2! difference! in! BDI! score! was! driven! by! 3! participants! whose! Session! 2! scores! were! drastically! lower! than! Session! 1! scores,! although the! higher! Session! 1! scores! still! were! only! in! the! moderate! range. Excluding! these! participants'! data,! the! Session! 1! BDI! mean! was! 16.2 and! the! Session! 2! mean! was! 13.4,! which! is! more! consistent! with! two measurements! taken! several! days! apart.! The! 3! participants'! PSS! and STAI! scores! also! were! higher! at! Session! 1! compared! with! Session! 2, but! they! did! not! differ! from! the! other! participants! on! Session! 1! or Session! 2! scores! or! PTSD! symptoms,! so! we! retained! their! data.
Participants'! sAA! and! cortisol! levels! at! each! timepoint! are! presented! in! Table! 2.! Means! for! the! peak! magnitude! of! the! BOLD response! in! the! regions! of! interest! by! stimulus! condition! are! presented! in! Table! 3.
3.2.! SAA! and! cortisol! reactivity
The! sAA! increase! from! baseline! (T1)! to! the! time! of! trauma discussion! (T2)! was! significant,! t(16)! =! 3.57,! p! =! .002.! There! was no! significant! association! between! sAA! reactivity! and! total! PTSD symptoms,! r! =! .222,! p! =! .347.! When! examined! by! PTSD! symptom cluster,! sAA! reactivity! was! associated! with! hyperarousal! symp- SAA! reactivity! was! not! related! to! the! neural! response! to! novel positive! or! familiar! images! in! bilateral! amygdala,! dACC,! rMFG,! and insula,! ps! >! .05.
3.4.! Cortisol! reactivity! and! the! affective! brain! response
Although! there! was! no! increase! in! cortisol! in! response! to! the stressor! at! the! group! level,! we! conducted! an! exploratory! analysis of! the! association! between! cortisol! reactivity! and! BOLD! responses to! the! affective! stimuli.! There! was! one! significant! correlation:! lower cortisol! reactivity! to! the! trauma! reminder! was! associated! with greater! activity! in! the! right! middle! frontal! gyrus! in! response! to familiar! negative! images! (r! =! −.458,! p! =! .049).! There! were! no! other significant! associations. 
4.! Discussion
Consistent! with! prior! evidence! of! blunted! HPA-axis! reactivity in! people! with! a! history! of! trauma! exposure,! we! did! not! observe cortisol! reactivity! in! response! to! our! naturalistic! stressor! (i.e.,! self report! of! traumatic! event! during! a! clinical! interview)! at! the! group level.! An! exploratory! analysis! showed! that! lower! cortisol! reactivity! was! associated! only! with! greater! middle! frontal! activation! to familiar! negative! images,! which! suggests! that! people! with! more blunted! cortisol! might! also! be! more! likely! to! continue! to! process negative! content! as! salient,! even! when! it! has! been! seen! before.! On the! other! hand,! there! was! marked! SNS! reactivity! to! the! stressor. Taken! together,! these! data! are! consistent! with! the! evidence! for! the influence! of! trauma! history! profiles! and! also! a! potential! differential! effect! of! trauma! on! the! HPA! axis! and! the! sympathetic! nervous system! (e.g., ! Gordis! et! al.,! 2008; ! Klaassens! et! al.,! 2009 ).! Whereas SNS! reactivity! persists! over! time! following! trauma! exposure,! HPA activity! becomes! blunted! to! protect! the! body! from! the! risk! of! longterm! immunosuppression! by! excessive! cortisol! production! (e.g., Cohen! et! al.,! 2012) .! HPA! blunting! might! have! the! additional! effect of! failing! to! inhibit! SNS! reactivity;! because! the! HPA! axis! normally down-regulates! the! SNS,! less! cortisol! might! lead! to! sAA! hyperactivity! (e.g., ! Fries! et! al.,! 2005) .! This! pattern! of! reactivity! suggests that! (a)! SNS! reactivity! is! not! subject! to! the! blunting! observed! in! the cortisol! response! in! some! trauma! survivors,! and! (b)! SNS! reactivity might! be! a! more! reliable! marker! of! trauma-related! symptoms.! At first! glance,! these! results! appear! to! be! inconsistent! with! prior! work showing! no! increase! in! sAA! in! response! to! a! graphic! film! in! a! sample that! included! trauma-exposed! adults! (Chou! et! al.,! 2014) .! However, the! unpleasant! film! content! was! by! design! not! trauma-relevant,! and one! third! of! that! sample! had! no! trauma! exposure,! whereas! our! sample! were! all! trauma-exposed! and! the! trauma! reminder! was! specific to! participants'! trauma! experiences.! The! differences! in! these! results might! reflect! trauma-specificity! in! the! magnitude! of! sAA! reactivity,! whereby! self-relevant,! trauma-relevant! information! provokes greater! SNS! response! than! unpleasant,! but! not! personally-relevant information.
Both! of! our! hypotheses! regarding! sAA! as! a! marker! for! reactivity to! actual! threat! and! hypervigilance! for! potential! threat! were! supported.! SAA! reactivity! was! associated! with! activation! in! the! salience network! and! in! particular! in! the! right! rostral! middle! frontal! gyrus for! novel! negative! scenes,! supporting! the! potential! for! sAA! as! a marker! of! reactivity! to! actual! threat.! Although! neural! reactivity to! threat-relevant! or! negative! information! is! implicated! in! trauma (e.g., ! Shin! et! al.,! 2007) ,! it! is! not! specific! to! trauma,! so! we! might expect! to! observe! a! similar! relation! in! other! stress-related! conditions! such! as! normative! state! anxiety.! In! addition,! although! peak magnitudes! of! amygdala! activation! across! all! three! novel! categories were! higher! than! peak! magnitudes! for! all! three! novel! categories! in a! normative! sample! (e.g., ! Weierich! et! al.,! 2010) ,! there! was! no! association! between! sAA! and! amygdala! activation! in! response! to! novel negative! (non-trauma)! information.! This! suggests! that! sAA! reactivity! to! trauma! reminders! might! have! greater! specificity! as! a! potential marker! for! the! hypervigilance! in! the! absence! of! threat! that! is! a! signature! characteristic! of! trauma! exposure! (rather! than! just! generally unpleasant! information).
Supporting! our! second! hypothesis,! sAA! reactivity! was! also! associated! with! activation! in! the! right! amygdala! and! the! right! dorsal anterior! cingulate! cortex! in! response! to! neutral! novel! scenes.! Further,! in! the! amygdala! this! association! persisted! twenty! minutes post-stressor.! Such! neural! hypervigilance! in! the! absence! of! threat is! more! specific! to! trauma! exposure,! and! this! result! highlights! the promise! of! sAA! as! a! potentially! specific! biomarker.! The! biology! further! supports! the! strength! of! this! relation,! as! well! as! the! dissociation between! sAA! and! cortisol! as! potential! markers.! There! are! strong! bidirectional! projections! and! functional! connectivity! between! central sympathetic! areas! (e.g.,! medulla,! locus! coeruleus)! and! the! amygdala/cingulate/PFC! circuit,! and! norepinephrine! (NE)! in! particular operates! in! feed-forward! projections! from! the! former! to! the! latter. Although! the! literature! is! far! from! clear,! with! most! studies! demonstrating! only! a! strong! association! between! NE! and! sAA! (e.g., ! Ditzen et! al.,! 2014; ! Thoma! et! al.,! 2012) ,! recent! evidence! also! shows! that! NE increases! are! capable! of! inducing! increases! in! sAA! secretion,! even during! alpha-adrenergic! blockade! (Kuebler! et! al.,! 2014) .! Future work! will! be! necessary! to! determine! whether! the! demonstrated capability! is! in! fact! the! mechanism,! and! such! data! would! provide additional! support! for! potential! pathways! that! might! underlie! the observed! relation! between! sAA! and! neural! activation! in! the! salience network.
The! lateralization! of! our! results! was! unexpected.! Sympathetic stress! reactivity! specifically! predicted! salience! network! activity! in the! right! but! not! the! left! hemisphere.! This! is! consistent! with! a! growing! body! of! evidence! suggesting! potential! hemispheric! asymmetry in! sensitivity! to! threat! (e.g., ! Gläscher! and! Adolphs,! 2003) .! For! example,! the! salience! network! in! the! right! vs! left! hemisphere! might! be more! active! during! rapid! threat! detection! and! processing! of! negative! affect! (e.g., ! Shackman! et! al.,! 2009; ! Yoshimura! et! al.,! 2009) .! In addition,! stress! is! associated! with! right! amygdala! hyperactivity! to affectively! ambiguous! stimuli! (Somerville! et! al.,! 2004 )! and! negative! stimuli! (e.g., ! Dannlowski! et! al.,! 2012) .! Consistent! with! these findings,! our! data! indicate! the! specificity! of! the! right-lateralized salience! network! overactivity! to! potential! threat.
There! are! several! potential! limitations! to! our! study.! We! did! not assess! waking! time,! so! although! all! interview! visits! began! at! 1000! h, we! were! not! able! to! control! for! variability! in! individual! participants'! time! since! waking.! This! limitation! is! unlikely! to! reflect! a confound! in! the! current! data! for! two! reasons.! First,! we! measured differences! across! relatively! short! timeframes! (e.g.,! 20! min)! along each! person's! own! diurnal! slope.! In! comparing! changes! across! these time! periods! with! the! normal! diurnal! patterns! of! cortisol! and! sAA (Nater! et! al.,! 2007) ,! it! is! clear! that! the! observed! increases! in! sAA and! absence! of! increases! in! cortisol! were! not! attributable! to! the normative! decreases! in! cortisol! or! increases! in! sAA! across! those timeframes.! To! the! contrary,! the! observed! sAA! increase! was! nearly 3! times! the! normative! increase! during! a! 30! min! period,! and! the slight! but! not! significant! cortisol! decrease! is! consistent! with! the normative! decrease.! Second,! given! the! distance! of! participants' homes! from! the! lab,! and! transit! times! in! a! very! large! city,! no! participant! arrived! at! the! lab! within! one! hour! of! waking.! It! was! thus unlikely! that! we! accidentally! captured! any! participant's! awakening response,! ruling! out! the! potential! influence! of! the! sharp! increase! in cortisol! and! decrease! in! sAA! on! waking.! In! addition,! although! we did! not! specifically! assess! smoking! status,! the! base! rate! of! smoking in! the! recruitment! population! is! low! (9%! per! campus! public! health survey! in! 2008).! The! potential! effect! of! a! cigarette! on! sAA! reactivity! (a! decrease! in! sAA,! and! therefore! not! a! confound! for! the! current data;! Nater! et! al.,! 2007)! has! been! shown! to! disappear! one! hour! after the! cigarette! (Zappacosta! et! al.,! 2002) .! Smoking! has! been! associated with! reduced! cortisol! reactivity! during! abstinent! periods! (e.g., ! Ginty et! al.,! 2014) ,! although! the! likely! base! rate! in! the! sample! is! not! large enough! to! confound! the! group! results.
We! also! did! not! assess! specific! time! since! trauma,! so! we! were not! able! to! control! for! any! influence! of! elapsed! time! on! reactivity to! the! trauma! reminder,! or! to! neural! reactivity! or! hypervigilance! in the! scanner.! However,! our! data! nonetheless! represent! the! relation between! current! reactivity! to! a! naturalistic! reminder! and! measured neural! hypervigilance,! which! is! aligned! with! the! timeframe! of! the potential! use! of! sAA! as! a! predictive! biomarker! in! clinical! settings. People! seek! therapy! at! widely! varying! amounts! of! elapsed! time since! the! traumatic! event,! and! our! data! suggest! that! sAA! during! clinical! interview! might! provide! a! solid! marker! of! current! potentially maladaptive! hypervigilance.! In! addition,! our! sample! was! comprised of! trauma-exposed! women! who! varied! along! the! continuum! of trauma-related! symptoms,! and! only! three! met! criteria! for! a! diagnosis! of! PTSD.! Our! results! therefore! might! not! generalize! to! people with! PTSD,! although! in! accord! with! a! dimensional! perspective on! psychopathology,! we! suggest! that! the! pattern! of! results! could be! even! more! robust! in! a! more! severe! sample.! Further! research should! investigate! the! relation! between! sAA! reactivity! to! trauma reminders! and! hypervigilance! in! a! clinical! sample.! It! is! also! possible! that! sAA! responses! to! any! personalized! stressors,! including non-trauma-related! stressors,! could! predict! neural! hypervigilance for! novel,! neutral! information! in! trauma-exposed! or! non-trauma exposed! people,! and! further! work! should! examine! this! possibility.! Finally,! although! our! recruitment! of! only! women! allowed! us to! control! for! potentially! confounding! sex! differences! in! affective systems,! it! also! limited! the! generalizability! of! our! results.! For! example,! the! blunting! of! the! HPA! axis! is! more! often! reported! in! studies on! trauma-exposed! women! than! men! (e.g., ! Meewisse! et! al.,! 2007) . In! addition,! potential! sex! differences! in! types! of! trauma,! perceived controllability,! and! coping! abilities! might! contribute! to! differences in! the! impact! of! trauma! on! endocrine! and! neural! systems! (e.g., .! Future! studies! not! only! should! test! sex! differences, but! also! control! for! oral! contraceptive! use! and! sex-related! individual! differences! including! menstrual! phase,! that! could! have! blunted the! current! results.! A! larger! sample! will! facilitate! both! replication and! testing! of! these! potential! covariates.
This! study! has! three! major! strengths.! First,! we! uniquely! and explicitly! measured! both! neural! reactivity! to! actual! threat! (i.e.,! reactivity! to! negative! images)! and! neural! hypervigilance! for! potential threat! (i.e.,! reactivity! in! the! absence! of! threat-relevant! or! negative information).! Although! both! are! relevant! trauma-related! phenomena,! we! suggest! that! the! latter! more! closely! represents! the! tonic heightened! state! of! vigilance! in! trauma-exposed! people,! and! also is! more! specific! to! trauma-related! pathology.! In! turn,! this! heightened! state! of! vigilance! can! predispose! the! person! to! excessive reactivity! if! and! when! an! actual! threat! stimulus! appears.! Second, we! demonstrated! that! salivary! sAA! might! be! a! reliable! marker! of trauma-related! hypervigilance,! as! indexed! by! brain! activation! in the! absence! of! threat.! On! a! practical! level,! although! sAA! reactivity to! reporting! of! a! traumatic! event! would! not! constitute! a! sufficient! diagnostic! tool! on! its! own,! this! non-invasive! and! relatively inexpensive! adjunct! to! initial! assessment! could! enhance! diagnostic precision! by! providing! an! index! of! the! degree! to! which! a! particular! person! might! be! hypervigilant,! and! potentially! maladaptively so,! in! the! world.! The! primary! motivation! for! this! investigation! was to! test! whether! SNS! reactivity! to! reminders! of! a! person's! trauma, as! measured! with! simple! saliva! samples! taken,! for! example,! during! a! standard! psychological! intake! interview! in! the! clinic,! might provide! a! more! objective! marker! of! the! degree! to! which! a! client is! hypervigilant! in! other! settings,! such! as! walking! down! the! street. Similarly,! sAA! might! serve! as! a! treatment! outcome! marker! indexing improvement! in! hypervigilance! over! time.! Third,! we! also! intentionally! utilized! a! relatively! mild! and! yet! naturalistic! stressor;! we! used each! participant's! self-report! of! the! traumatic! event! during! the! clinical! interview! as! a! closer! analogue! to! the! trauma! reminders! people actually! experience! in! the! world.! Whereas! many! prior! studies! of responses! to! trauma! reminders! have! leveraged! extreme! representations! of! the! traumatic! events! (e.g.,! detailed! script-driven! imagery, graphic! videos! or! photographic! images)! to! induce! and! measure reactivity,! in! daily! life! the! reminders! are! likely! to! be! more! subtle. Thus! our! endocrine! reactivity! results,! although! smaller! in! magnitude! than! some! studies,! might! more! closely! approximate! the! actual experience! of! reactivity! in! the! world.! Similarly,! our! affective! scene stimuli! presented! during! the! fMRI! session! varied! along! the! dimensions! of! arousal! and! valence,! but! did! not! represent! valence! extremes
